Women In Technology Talk

Nancy Pendleton – The Boeing Group

Time: 12:00 on Tuesday 30 October
Venue: Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge, Room LR3B, Trumpington Street

Dr Mukesh Kumar, the Department of Engineering Equality & Diversity Committee Representative, invites you to attend a talk by Nancy Pendleton, Vice President Systems, Support and Analytics BR&T at Boeing – The Boeing Research & Technology Centre in Missouri.

The organisation is part of BR&T, Boeing’s advanced central research and development unit. BR&T provides innovative technologies that enable the development of future aerospace solutions while improving the cycle time, cost, quality and performance of existing Boeing products and services.

Nancy Pendleton oversees a team of scientists, technologists, technicians and engineers who are responsible for integrated technology development. This includes artificial intelligence, autonomy, electronics design of architecture, component technologies, apertures, communication and networking systems, platform subsystem architecture and component designs, electromagnetics, support technologies, teardown and reverse engineering capabilities, digital aviation and new service capabilities.

To book your place for this event, please go to: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/women-in-technology-talk-nancy-pendleton-tickets-51250929911

Lunch and refreshments will be provided to all attendees upon arrival. We look forward to welcoming you to this event.